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Abstract— This paper introduces a new dataset designed to
address the limitations in high-quality, diverse and representative
datasets for training text-to-speech (TTS) models, specifically for
female voices in Brazilian Portuguese. The dataset features a
female voice recorded in a professional and controlled environ-
ment with neutral emotion and comprises more than 20 hours
of recordings. The goal is to facilitate transfer learning and
enable the development of more natural-sounding, high-quality,
and gender-balanced TTS systems. Alongside the dataset, gender-
aware voice transfer experiments are performed to understand
the impact of utilizing gender-specific pretrained models for
speech synthesis. The results obtained show that same-gender
voice transfer yields better speech similarity and intelligibility
when compared to cross-gender transfer, emphasizing the im-
portance of gender-aware training procedures and highlighting
the need for balanced gender data.

Keywords— Text-to-speech, TTS, speech synthesis, Brazilian
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I. INTRODUCTION

Text-to-speech (TTS) systems have developed rapidly in
the last few years, due to the success of some deep learning
neutral network architectures/strategies such as Transformers,
GANs and diffusion. These approaches have been the basis for
the development of current state of the art TTS models (e.g.
Tacotron2 [1], Fastspeech2 [2], (Multiband)-MelGAN [3], [4]
and FastDiff [5]). Despite these advances, the availability of
high-quality, diverse, and representative datasets for training
TTS models remains a challenge for underrepresented lan-
guages. Although Brazilian Portuguese is one of the most
widely spoken languages globally [6] and has been the focus of
several TTS research efforts, there is still a gap in resources
and specifically for female voices in professional recording
conditions, which limits the development of more natural-
sounding, high-quality and gender-balanced TTS systems.

As the human speech production is highly dependant on
anatomy [7], there are significant differences for male and
female speech. The fundamental frequency (usually called
F0) trails generated by the vocal folds, for example, are
generally higher for female than for male speakers because
of strength, elasticity and size divergence. The so called
formants (resonance frequencies of the vocal tract) also occur
in different ranges, because the distances between the tract
cavities are usually larger for men. In the face of those and
other sources of variability, the development of gender-specific
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pre-trained models for speech synthesis is expected to help the
processes of creating new voices in Brazilian Portuguese.

As shown in the literature review done in [8], there is an
unbalance between male and female data for single-speaker
voice datasets, specially in professional studios. Thus, we
introduce in this paper a new dataset to address this issue:
a Brazilian Portuguese TTS dataset featuring a female voice
recorded with high quality in a controlled environment, with
neutral emotion and more than 20 hours of recordings. Our
dataset aims to facilitate transfer learning for researchers and
developers working on TTS applications: a highly professional
neutral female voice can serve as a good warm-up stage for
learning language-specific structures, pronunciation and other
non-individual characteristics of speech, leaving to further
training procedures only to learn the specific adaptations
needed (e.g. timbre, emotion and prosody). This can surely
help enabling the accommodation of a more diverse range
of female voices in Brazilian Portuguese. By doing so, we
also hope to contribute to the development of accessible and
high-quality TTS systems for several use cases such as virtual
assistants, audiobooks, language learning tools and acces-
sibility solutions. Considering the high quality and careful
conditioning of the recorded dataset, we also anticipate its
use for other audio applications, such as Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) and Speech Enhancement.

Alongside the dataset, we propose voice transfer experi-
ments to understand the impact of having both male and
female datasets available to construct pre-trained TTS models.
The goal is to show that female-to-female and male-to-male
transfers yield faster and more reliable learning pipelines than
the cross-gender case, and with better final synthesis quality.

In the next section, we present how the dataset was con-
ceived and structured to be made available to users. Section III
describes the voice transfer experiment, whose results are dis-
cussed in Section IV. Lastly, we make the final considerations
and point out possible future contributions in Section V.

II. DATASET

To address TTS applications, the general data need is
for prepared speech with corresponding transcripts, with the
emotional, language and accent context that will be required
at inference time. As this may not be achievable for the
final target voices, a common approach is to gather a great
collection of data with a voice that is not biased in any of
those dimensions. Then, pretrained models can be developed
to enable further voice transfer stages (generally short in time
and data). As a way to develop such models in Brazilian
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Portuguese and specifically for a female voice, we proceed to
explain how the data distributed with this work is structured.

A. Data Acquisition

The written part of the dataset consists of short-duration
excerpts of sentences sampled from the website of the main
news program in Brazil (Jornal Nacional), virtually identical to
the semantic contents of the dataset presented in [8] (except for
a few sentences omitted for technical reasons), with a slightly
longer total recording time. Audio content was recorded by a
female professional narrator in a professional, noise-controlled
studio environment. The speaker was asked to say the phrases
out loud coherently, using neutral emotion and accent. As for
the recording procedures, the signals were acquired using a
Neumann TLM 103 cardioid microphone, then sampled at a
rate of 96 kHz and stored in 24-bit PCM, reproducing the
same conditions as [8]. The high sample and bit rate allows
the acquisition of data to cover almost all speech phenomena
we can hear with almost no distortion, ensuring noise and
artifacts are not introduced at the earliest stage. The database
is then structured as a set of .wav files with durations between
5.5 and 36 seconds (with an average of 15.4 seconds), each
accompanied by a .txt file containing the matching transcript,
also following the structure presented in [8].

The speech features as described above are important for the
construction of a generalist TTS dataset in order to guarantee
that the models are not affected by environmental noise or
personal biases such as regionalisms and/or emotion, in a way
that intelligibility is improved and linguistic attributes become
clearer to learning procedures. In addition, its combination
with [8] allows for a baseline comparison between female
and male voices under similar conditions (recording procedure,
total duration, texts and context).

B. Pre-processing

Both audio and text of the speech dataset were duly prepared
prior to training procedures. Following the structuring of
successful English datasets such as LJSpeech [9], VCTK [10]
and LibriTTS [11], we segmented the signals to avoid large
audio files (greater than 20 seconds) and to keep most speech
excerpts between 5-10 seconds in duration. The intuition
behind this procedure is that with smaller segments more data
can fit into a single batch without allocation peaks, increasing
the reliability of the statistics computed by learning models.

Firstly, the original text data was segmented according to
commas and periods into smaller units. Next, the correspond-
ing audio files were cut using Aeneas1 software, which aligns
the segmented text with the corresponding speech signal and
provides the cutting instants. Then, the original audio files are
divided into smaller cuts matched to the segmented texts.

After the signals had been aligned and segmented, a Voice
Activity Detection (VAD) program2 was used to remove
breaths and to correct bad cuts, thereby improving the quality
and accuracy of the speech data. The final formatted dataset

1https://github.com/readbeyond/aeneas
2https://github.com/wiseman/py-webrtcvad

contains 10333 speech segments whose duration distribution
is depicted (in red) in Figure 1 along with the original duration
histogram (in green), and the distribution of speech segments
in the LJSpeech dataset (in blue) for comparison.

Fig. 1. Signal duration histograms of the original (in green) and highly
segmented (in red) versions of the dataset, and of LJSpeech (in blue).

To increase the data similarity for the experiments that
will be described in the next section and for possible further
research purposes, we submitted the recordings in [8] through
the same pre-processing stages, making the reformatted files
available to the general public. Data access details are available
at this work’s companion website3.

III. GENDER AWARE VOICE TRANSFER EXPERIMENT

In order to assess the impact of having a female specific
dataset in the Brazilian Portuguese context, we conducted
some voice transfer experiments involving (and not) gender
exchanges. Initially, one male and one female TTS model were
trained using Tacotron2 for the generation of mel-spectrograms
and Multiband-MelGAN for final waveform generation (neural
vocoding), starting with a significant amount of recording
hours (the dataset of [8] for the male voice and the dataset
described in this work for the female voice). These pretrained
models served as a starting point for training two target
voices, again one male and one female, coming from the
CETUC [12] dataset, which contains a shorter total duration
(around 75 minutes) of recordings per speaker. After the
text-to-mel models are trained on the larger datasets, they
are fine-tuned to the target voices, having the waveform
generation stage enabled with the pretrained vocoders. Using
this setup, it is expected that adapting voices with similar
vocal tracts (female to female or male to male) will be easier
than when crossing their respective anatomies (as the learning
procedures implicitly model physiology), yielding better final
results in terms of quality and robustness. The speech synthesis
procedures for the experiments are depicted in Figure 2.

To measure the similarity between the synthetic and real
samples, we employ an embedding generator tool coming from
a speaker verification task to create latent spaces that can
represent individual speaker characteristics. The intuition is
that after generating embeddings for the synthetic and real
samples, the closer the synthetic embeddings are to the real

3https://www.smt.ufrj.br/gpa/sbrt2023/
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the synthetic speech generation procedures.
Data from the original voice with more recording time goes through two
parallel training pipelines (Text-to-Mel and Vocoder), where it is converted
into another voice with Tacotron2 fine-tuning. The final synthesized samples
are obtained combining the trained Multiband-MelGAN Vocoder with the fine-
tuned Tacotron2 model.

ones, the stronger the indication that the samples are alike.
The embedding generator to be used in this work is part
of the dvector4 library, which implements the speaker veri-
fication procedure described in [13]. Thus, the procedure for
computing the similarity measure is as follows: embeddings
are generated from each audio signal, and normalized to have
unit L2 norm; each normalized embedding is compared to the
ground truth mean embedding using cosine similarity [14]–
[16] (which is just the dot product in this case of normalized
vectors). In this context, the cosine similarity metric gives us
a 0 to 1 score of how similar the synthetic samples are to the
mean real sample (in terms of the main abstract features used
by our perception to distinguish between speakers).

In addition to the similarity assessment, the word error rate
(WER) is used to compare the intelligibility of the produced
samples, following the recent trend to use text-discrepancy
metrics for objective evaluation of TTS systems [17], [18]. To
compute it, a Speech-to-Text deep learning model with high
margin of confidence [19] generates a concurrent transcript of
the audio signals to be compared with the original text data,
so that each discrepant word pair is counted as an error. With
this test, we intend to indicate the ease of recognition of the
semantic content of each speech sample.

Both metrics were calculated using unseen text and speech
data from the target voice dataset, along with their paired
synthesized version, as illustrated in Figure 3.

4https://github.com/yistLin/dvector
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the metric calculations. Both natural and synthesized
samples pass through two evaluations: WER is calculated comparing Whisper
transcriptions with the original text present in the datasets; an embedding
generator is applied to the signals to get corresponding speaker features.
The synthetic embeddings are compared to the mean natural embedding with
cosine similarity, providing a value for the proximity of speaker features.

IV. VOICE TRANSFER RESULTS

The Tacotron2 model was initially trained for 100k steps
with 32 samples per batch, in both female and male base
voices, in ≈ 5 whole days on an NVIDIA QUADRO RTX
8000 GPU. For Multi-band MelGAN, 255k steps were run
(200k steps with generator only and mixed precision and
55k steps with the discriminator training active and no mixed
precision, to avoid instability) with 512 batch size, in ≈ 3 days
on a NVIDIA GEFORCE RTX 3090 GPU. The fine-tuning
stages took 40k steps (in ≈ 2 days) for Tacotron2, keeping
the same configurations of the first training procedure.

In the similarity outcomes, shown in Figure 4, it can be
observed that the voice transfer between speakers of the
same gender (male to male and female to female) results
in higher levels of similarity between the synthetic samples
and the original voices. This suggests that employing gender-
aware transfer learning can effectively help to preserve gender-
specific characteristics, resulting in an easier replication of the
target voice. On the other hand, the cross-gender cases present
greater challenges to replicate the voices identities with the
same level of fidelity, as the similarity scores for them are
comparatively lower.

Regarding intelligibility results, summarized in Table I, no
fundamental difference was found when assessing the female
target voice case: the WER values for cross-gender and single-
gender transfers are very close to each other. However, it is
noticeable that for the male target voice there is a meaningful
difference between the results in the cross-gender and single-
gender scenarios.

A mel spectrogram comparison is presented in Figures 5
and 6 for both male and female target voices. In the upper
map, a real recorded sample is shown, demonstrating the
original frequency content to be compared with the subsequent
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Fig. 4. Box plot for cosine similarity results.

synthetic samples coming from the gender transfer experiment.
We note that the models were free to create prosody and
therefore not forced to generate aligned speech with the ground
truth samples, meaning that the speech patterns can be disjoint
in time.

Regarding the male target voice (in Figure 5), it is possible
to note that there are significant differences in the replicas:
although the general trails for F0 are in the right place,
the ressonance patterns, duration of the speech segments and

TABLE I
INTELIGIBILITY RESULTS.

Experiment WER (%)

Male (from fem.) 29.8
Male (from male) 12.5
Fem. (from male) 8.0
Fem. (from fem.) 8.1

Male (ground truth) 4.8
Fem. (ground Truth) 1.8

energy distribution over the frequency axis do not match with
the real sample. Moreover, the cross-gender case seems to have
worsened these discrepancies with less detail capabilities and
the occurrence of some artifacts.

For the female target (in Figure 6), the original frequency
shapes seem to have been better learned by both models, but
with more (and sharper) details in the samples created by the
single-gender modeling. The F0 curves and energy distribution
are very well-defined and visually coherent with the reference
in this case, contributing to the better intelligibility results.

Some of the audio samples used in the generation of the
metrics and images are available on our website5.

5https://www.smt.ufrj.br/gpa/sbrt2023/audio_
samples/

Fig. 5. Mel spectrograms for the male target voice. At the top, the ground
truth real sample, followed by the male from male and male from female
transfer experiments, respectively.

Fig. 6. Mel spectrograms for the female target voice. At the top, the ground
truth real sample, followed by the female from female and female from male
transfer experiments, respectively.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

After all considerations, the experiments conducted and
the results provided in this paper emphasize the importance
of considering gender-specific characteristics during voice
transfer in TTS applications. The observations indicate that
gender-aware learning procedures might positively impact the
similarity and intelligibility of the final synthesized speech,
which induces the need for balanced gender data. In this
context, we hope that the dataset made public with this
work can help structure more robust TTS models in Brazilian
Portuguese, especially for female voices.

There are still gaps to be investigated regarding gender-
aware TTS model training experiments. The measurement of
the impact of fine-tuning the vocoder with target data and
conditioning it to mel spectrogram predictions, the influence
of gender balanced data in multi-speaker and multi-language
simultaneous training possibilities and training single-stage
(text-to-waveform) models are possible paths to be followed
in future works, not to mention the need for subjective tests
to better measure the perceptive impact of considering gender
aspects in voice transfer procedures.
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